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Abstract

We calculateπ+–π0 mass difference�m2
π ≡ m2

π+ − m2
π0 in the Hidden Local Symmetry (HLS) model, based on

Wilsonian matching and Wilsonian renormalization-group equations. Even withouta1 meson the result agrees well with th
experiment in sharp contrast to the conventional approach where thea1 meson plays a crucial role. For largeNf QCD, there

arises a large hierarchy between�m2
π and theπ decay constantF2

π , �m2
π /F

2
π � 1, near the critical point where the chir

symmetry gets restored as the vector manifestation and the HLS model becomes a little Higgs model with two sites
links, with the dynamically generated gauge coupling of the compositeρ becoming vanishingly small.
 2003 Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY license.
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The π+–π0 mass difference�m2
π ≡ m2

π+ − m2
π0

was first successfully calculated [1] by the curre
algebra in conjunction with the Weinberg’s spect
function sum rules [2]. Since then it has been
prototype of the mass calculation of pseudo Nam
Goldstone (NG) bosons in strong coupling gau
theories such as those in the technicolor theories
and more recently in the little Higgs models [4]. Hen
this type of calculation plays a central role of t
model buildings.

The basic technology to calculate those pse
NG bosons up to the present has been an anc
one through the Weinberg’s first and second s
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rules [2] saturated by theπ , ρ anda1 meson poles
Then the calculation heavily depends on the somew
elusive broad resonance ofa1 meson whose mas
however substantially deviates from the predict
of the Weinberg’s sum rules. The reason why
method remains so awkward is due to our ignora
of the strong coupling dynamics of QCD and QC
like theories and their effective field theory. Th
the calculation is also challenging for theorists
construct the effective field theory of hadrons.

Recently, based on the Hidden Local Symme
(HLS) model [5–7], two of the authors (M.H. an
K.Y.) developed an effective field theory at loop o
der: the bare parameters of the HLS model was
termined by those of the underlying QCD through
matching of current correlators of both theories a
certain scaleΛ(� 1.1 GeV) which is the cutoff for
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the HLS model (“Wilsonian matching”) [8]. Once th
bare parameters of the HLS model defined atΛ were
so determined, we did uniquely predict the low ene
hadron physics by the one-loop renormalization gro
equations (RGEs) due to theπ andρ loops includ-
ing quadratic divergences (“Wilsonian RGEs”) [8,9
The results were in remarkable agreement with ex
iments. (For a detailed review of the whole approa
see Ref. [10].)

In this Letter we shall apply the same method
HLS model to the calculation of theπ+–π0 mass
difference�m2

π . The method is straightforward an
has essentially no ambiguity once we fixed theΛ
which was already fixed to be� 1.1 GeV in the
previous analyses. Remarkably, we can success
reproduce the experimental valuewithout introducing
the a1 meson whose mass is higher than our match
scaleΛ� 1.1 GeV.

Moreover, there occurscancellation of the qua-
dratic divergences in �m2

π arising from theπ andρ
loops which in the usual approach is to be cance
by the conspiracy between theπ , ρ anda1 mesons as
required by the pole-saturated form of the Weinber
first sum rule. It was shown in Refs. [8,10] that t
bare Lagrangian of our HLS model, when the phot
andρ gauge couplings are switched off, is very clo
to the Georgi’s vector limit [11], which corresponds
locality of the theory space of the little Higgs mod
of two sites and two links, and hence the one-lo
absence of quadratic divergence takes place for
same reason as in the little Higgs. So this type oflittle
Higgs is already realized in the real-life QCD!

Although the dynamically generated HLS gau
coupling of the compositeρ is rather strong
g2(Λ) � 1, in the real-life QCD withNf = 3, it was
found [10,12] that whenNf is increased in the un
derlying QCD so that the chiral symmetry is expec
to get restored at certain critical valueNcrit

f [13,14],
the corresponding HLS model goes over to the V
tor Manifestation (VM) [12] where theρ coupling as
well as theρ mass andFπ becomes vanishingly smal
g2 → 0, m2

ρ/Λ
2 → 0 and F2

π/Λ
2 → 0. Then the VM

will in fact provides a toy model for the dynamic
generation of the little Higgs models out of strong
interacting underlying gauge theories. We shall a
demonstrate a large hierarchy�m2

π/F
2
π � 1 near the

VM point as desired in the little Higgs model buildin
However, we do not attempt here to construct a re
istic model for the little Higgs. The quartic couplin
as well as the Yukawa coupling is not considered
ther. We do instead demonstrate a concrete exam
for a possibility to dynamically generate a class of
tle Higgs models, with the locality of the theory spa
explicitly broken only byweakly coupled gauge inter-
actions, out ofstrongly coupled underlying gauge the
ories.

Let us start with briefly explaining the HLS mod
and its loop calculations (for a detailed review s
[10]). The HLS model [5–7] is an extension of th
nonlinear sigma model based on theGglobal × Hlocal
symmetry, whereG = SU(Nf )L × SU(Nf )R is the
global chiral symmetry andH = SU(Nf )V the HLS
whose gauge bosons are identified with theρ meson
and its flavor partners (to be denoted asρ hereafter).
HereNf denotes the number of massless quark flav
in the underlying QCD. (We takeNf = 3 for the real-
life QCD, see [8,10].) The basic dynamical variab
in the HLS model are gauge bosonsρµ = ρaµTa of
the HLS and two SU(Nf )-matrix-valued variablesξL
andξL parameterized asξL,R = eiσ/Fσ e∓iπ/Fπ which
transform as

(1)ξL,R(x)→ ξ ′
L,R(x)= h(x)ξL,R(x)g

†
L,R,

where h(x) ∈ Hlocal and gL,R ∈ Gglobal. Here π =
πaTa denotes the NG bosons (π meson and its flavo
partners) associated with the spontaneous breakin
G andσ = σaTa (with JPC = 0+−) the NG bosons
absorbed into the (longitudinal) HLS gauge bosonρ
(not to be confused with the scalar boson “sigma”
the linear sigma model which hasJPC = 0++). Fπ
andFσ are the relevant decay constants, with a ra
a defined by

(2)a ≡ F 2
σ /F

2
π .

The covariant derivatives ofξL,R are defined by

DµξL = ∂µξL − igρµξL + iξLLµ

(3)=DµξL − igρµξL,

and similarly for L→ R, whereg is the HLS gauge
coupling.Lµ andRµ denote the external gauge fiel
(such as the photon andW andZ bosons) gauging th
Gglobal symmetry.

The (bare) HLS Lagrangian atO(p2) is given
by [5–7]
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L(2) = F 2
π tr

[
α̂⊥µα̂µ⊥

] + F 2
σ tr

[
α̂‖µα̂µ‖

]
(4)+Lkin(ρµ),

whereLkin(ρµ) denotes the kinetic term ofρµ. In the
unitary gaugeσ = 0, the second term, containing

α̂
µ
‖ = (

DµξR · ξ†
R +DµξL · ξ†

L

)/
(2i)

(5)=DµξR · ξ†
R +DµξL · ξ†

L − gρµ,

yields theρ mass termM2
ρ = (gFσ )

2 as well as the
ρππ coupling gρππ = (a/2)g, ρ–γ mixing gρ =
gF 2

σ , and the direct 4π coupling, etc., while the firs
term containing

α̂
µ
⊥ = (

DµξR · ξ†
R −DµξL · ξ†

L

)
(6)= (

DµξR · ξ†
R −DµξL · ξ†

L

)/
(2i)

is identical to the usual nonlinear chiral Lagrang
based onG/H , with G being gauged by the extern
gauge bosonsLµ and Rµ, where the flavor chira
symmetryG is given by the diagonal sum ofGglobal
andHlocal, with the flavor vector symmetryH being
the diagonal sum ofHglobal(⊂ Gglobal) andHlocal. In
the low energy,p2 � M2

ρ , where theρ kinetic term
can be ignored, the equation of motion ofρ from the
second term simply gives zero for the second te
thus the HLS model is reduced to the first term, nam
the usual (gauged) nonlinear chiral Lagrangian ba
onG/H .

Let us now calculateπ+–π0 mass difference or it
Nf generalization,�m2

π , the mass of the pseudo-N
boson associated with theT1 generator in the QCD
with Nf massless quarks. The photon fieldAµ reads
Lµ = Rµ = eQAµ, wheree is the electromagneti
coupling andQ the electromagnetic charge matr
of the diagonal form: diag(Q) = (2/3,−1/3, . . .). In
order to include the photon loop, we need to a
the kinetic term of the photon field to theO(p2)

Lagrangian in Eq. (4). The HLS Lagrangian furth
needs abare term proportional to:

(7)αemΩ tr[QUQU†],
whereU = ξ

†
LξR = e2iπ/Fπ(Λ) andαem = e2/4π is the

fine structure constant. The bare�m2
π defined atΛ is

then given by

(8)�m2
π

∣∣
bare= αemΩ(Λ)/F 2

π(Λ)≡ αemω(Λ).

Such a bare term arises from integrating out
quark and gluon fields down to the matching sc
Λ in the presence of dynamical photon field and c
be determined by the Wilsonian matching propo
in Refs. [8,10]. To estimate it, we rewrite [15] th
usual current algebra formula [1] for�m2

π in terms
of the full current correlators instead of the spec
functions:

(9)�m2
π = (3αem/4π)

∞∫

0

dQ2Q2�Π(Q2)

F 2
π (0)

,

where�Π(Q2) ≡ ΠA(Q
2) − ΠV (Q

2) is the differ-
ence between the axialvector correlatorΠA(Q

2) and
the vector current correlatorΠV (Q

2), andFπ(0)( �=
Fπ(Λ)) the physical decay constant ofπ . Now we
identify the high energy part of the integral forQ2 >

Λ2 as the bare term Eq. (8):

ω(Λ)= 3

4π

∞∫

Λ2

dQ2Q2�Π
(QCD)(Q2)

F 2
π(0)

(10)= 8

3

αs〈q̄q〉2

F 2
π (0)Λ2

,

where�Π(QCD)(Q2) is given by the operator produ
expansion (OPE) in QCD [16]:

(11)�Π(QCD)(Q2)= 4π(N2
c − 1)

N2
c

αs〈q̄q〉2

Q6

and we setNc = 3. Note that Eq. (10) is positiv
and hence theOPE gives a clear picture that the
QCD vacuum is aligned by the photon coupling in the
desired direction as far as the bareω is concerned.

In the real-life QCD withNf = 3, Eq. (8) with
Eq. (10) is estimated as:

�m2
π

∣∣
bare= αemω(Λ)

(12)= 211± 47± 140 MeV2

for a typical value of(Λ,ΛQCD) = (1.1,0.4) GeV,
where the first error comes fromFπ(0) = 86.4 ±
9.7 MeV (the value at chiral limit ofNf = 3) [10] and
the second one from〈q̄q〉1 GeV= −(225± 25 MeV)3

[17].
Now we calculate one-loop contributionΣab (di-

vergent part) to theπa–πb two point function from
the photon loop in the HLS (for the Feynman ru
see Ref. [10]). In Landau gauge for the photon,
only relevant diagrams are a quadratically divergenγ
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loop with theππγ γ vertex proportional to(1 − a),
and a logarithmically divergentρ–γ loop (via ρ–γ
mixing) with theππργ vertex, which is proportiona
to [ag2 + (a − 1)e2]F 2

π � ag2F 2
π = M2

ρ (for ag2 �
(a − 1)e2):

(13)Σab|div = 2 tr
[[Ta,Q][Tb,Q]]αemω

∣∣
div,

where1

(14)ω|div = 1

4π

[
(1− a)Λ2 + 3aM2

ρ lnΛ2].
Here we used as in Refs. [8–10] the dimensio
regularization and identify the quadratic divergen
with the n = 2 pole (note that the coefficient o
the quadratic divergence is 1/3 of that of the naive
cutoff) [18]. The RGE forω thus reads

(15)µ
dω

dµ
= − 1

2π

[
(1− a)µ2 + 3aM2

ρ

]
.

We first solve Eq. (15), with the boundary conditi
Eq. (10), fromΛ to mρ , with the physical massmρ

defined by

m2
ρ =M2

ρ(µ=mρ)

(16)= a(µ=mρ)g
2(µ=mρ)F

2
π (µ=mρ),

which yieldsω(mρ). Here the RGEs of other para
metersFπ , a andg were already solved in the pre
vious analyses [8,10] in excellent agreement with
experiments, with their bare values determined by
Wilsonian matching of the HLS model with the unde
lying QCD through the OPE for the current corre
tors.

At µ = mρ theρ gets decoupled, so that the RG
for 0 < µ < mρ should be changed to that of ChP
without ρ loop where we change the notation ofω to
ω(π). Then the RGE forω(π) takes the form of tha
obtained by settinga = 0 in Eq. (15), which is readily
solved asω(π)(µ) = ω(0) − µ2/4π whereω(0) ≡
ω(π)(0). Then we getω(0) = ω(π)(mρ) + m2

ρ/4π .
Actually, we needed to include finite renormalizati
effects to match the HLS with ChPT in the previo

1 In the usual calculation of�m2
π [1], the gauge for the photon

is taken asgµν −4qµqν/q2 in order to drop the “seagull term” pro
portional togµν . However, in the HLS model we computed�m2

π

in arbitrary (covariant) gauge, the result being gauge-independe
it should.
work [8,10]. Similarly toF 2
π at µ = mρ , there exists

a finite renormalization effect also forω: comparing
the quadratic divergence of each RGE, we h
ω(π)(mρ)= ω(mρ)− a(mρ)m

2
ρ/4π . Then,

(17)ω(0)= ω(mρ)+ [
1− a(mρ)

]
m2
ρ/4π,

which yields�m2
π = αemω(0).

As shown in the previous works [8,10], the re
life QCD is close to the choicea(Λ) � 1. We thus
first demonstrate a simplified analysis for an id
casea(Λ) = 1, which was explicitly shown [10] to
yield a reasonable agreement with theρ and π ex-
periments:Fπ(0) = 73.6 ± 5.7 MeV (compared with
86.4 ± 9.7 MeV [10]) and other quantities such
gρ , gρππ , L9, L10. Moreover, in spite of the bar
valuea(Λ) = 1, the physical value defined asa(0)≡
F 2
σ (mρ)/F

2
π (0) was predicted to be� 2.0, very close

to the successful value of the tree-level phenome
ogy [5–7]. Note that the quadratic divergence forω is
proportional to(1 − a) which is canceled fora = 1
without invoking the Weinberg’s first sum rule.

Sincea = 1 is the fixed point of the RGE [9,10
we havea(mρ) = 1 and henceω(0) = ω(mρ). If we
neglected the running ofM2

ρ in Eq. (15), the RGE (15
would be readily solved to give

�m2
π = αemω(mρ)

= (3αem/4π)M
2
ρ ln

(
Λ2/M2

ρ

) +�m2
π

∣∣
bare,

with �m2
π |bare = 290 ± 149 MeV2 (for Fπ(0) =

73.6 ± 5.7 MeV above), which would yield�m2
π �

1006 MeV2 if we took M2
ρ asm2

ρ .2 Amazingly, even
such a crude estimate is in rough agreement with
experiment

(18)�m2
π

∣∣
exp= 1261 MeV2.

Actually, the running effect ofM2
ρ(µ) boosts up the

above quantum corrections: solving Eq. (15) toget
with RGEs for other parameters as in [10], we have

(19)�m2
π = αemω(0)= 1223± 263 MeV2,

2 This is compared with the conventional formula [1
(3αem/4π)m2

ρ ·2 ln(m2
a1
/m2

ρ)� 1432 MeV2, where we putm2
a1

�
2m2

ρ(�Λ2).
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for a typical case(Λ,ΛQCD) = (1.1,0.4) GeV,3

where the error comes from the〈q̄q〉1 GeV input.
Now in the full analysis ofNf = 3 case [8,10],

we used as an input the experimental valueFπ(0) =
86.4 ± 9.7 MeV instead of the ansatza(Λ) = 1,
and predicted the low energy quantities in remarka
agreement with the experiments. The bare param
a(Λ) in this case was determined asa(Λ) � 1.3 for
(Λ,ΛQCD) = (1.1,0.4) GeV. Under this full analysis
setting, we compute�m2

π as

(20)�m2
π = 1129± 18± 218 MeV2,

where the first error comes from theFπ(0) input. This
is in good agreement with the experiment.

Thus we have successfully reproduced the
perimental value of�m2

π in the HLS model with
a(Λ)� 1, without introducing the a1 meson and with-
out invoking the Weinberg’s spectral function sum
rules.

Now we discuss our result in connection w
the little Higgs models. We have seen that the re
life QCD is very close toa(Λ) = 1, which implies
that the quadratic divergence of�m2

π in the HLS
model, Eq. (15), does dissappear in accord with
little Higgs [4]. The HLS model witha = 1 actually
corresponds to the locality of the theory space in
little Higgs models: when the gauge couplings of b
ρ and photon are switched off,g = e = 0, the HLS
Lagrangian takes the Georgi’s vector limit [11]G1 ×
G2/G1+2 with G = SU(Nf )L × SU(Nf )R, which
is nothing but a little Higgs model with two site
and two links. This implies that the locality of th
theory space is violated only by the gauge coupli
g and e even for the real-life QCD withNf = 3:
G1 is explicitly broken by theρ coupling down to
Hlocal and G2 becomesGglobal of the HLS model,
whileG2 (and henceGglobal) is also explicitly broken
by the photon coupling down to U(1)Q, with those
gauge symmetries spontaneously broken in the H
mechanism:Hlocal × U(1)Q → U(1)em. Then, as we
have seen, some of the NG bosons acquire a mas

(21)�m2
π ∼ (3/4π)αemm

2
ρ ∼ (1/4π)αemαHLSΛ

2

3 We have checked the values of these bare parameter
several choices ofΛ andΛQCD, the result being fairly stable again
these changes.
(up to�m2
π |bare), where, however,αHLS = g2(mρ)/4π

is rather large∼1 in the real-life QCD,�m2
π/Λ

2 ∼
0.001, in contrast to the setting of the little Higgs f
the natural hierarchy,�m2

π/Λ
2 ∼ (100 GeV/10 TeV)2

∼ 0.0001, which corresponds toαHLS ∼ 0.1.
At first sight it looks rather difficult to have weakl

coupled gauge theory of compositeρ induced by the
underlying strong coupling gauge theory. Howev
it was recently found [12,10] that theρ gauge cou-
pling becomes vanishingly small,αHLS → 0, when
we increaseNf (< 11Nc/2) from 3 to a certain criti-
cal pointNcrit

f where the chiral symmetry in the un
derlying QCD was shown to get restored in va
ous approaches including the lattice simulation [1
Schwinger–Dyson equation [14], etc. (“largeNf

QCD”). Accordingly theρ mass goes to zero at th
critical point and hence the (longitudinal)ρ becomes
the chiral partner of the NG bosonπ , which we called
“Vector Manifestation (VM)” of the Wigner realiza
tion of chiral symmetry [12,10], characterized by

F 2
π (0)→ 0, m2

ρ →m2
π = 0,

(22)a(0)→ 1.

Through the Wilsonian matching, the chiral resto
tion in the underlying largeNf QCD actually dic-
tates that the bare parameters of the HLS model sh
take the following conditions called “VM conditions
[12,10]:

(23)g(Λ)→ 0, a(Λ)→ 1,

which coincide with the Georgi’s vector limit, plus

F 2
π (Λ)→ (

F crit
π

)2 = Ncrit
f

2(4π)2
Λ2,

with Ncrit
f � 5.0Nc/3 being estimated through OPE

the underlying QCD.4

Since(a, g) = (1,0) is a fixed point of the RGEs
we haveω(0) = ω(mρ → 0) = ω(Λ), whereω(Λ)

4 The RGE forF2
π is readily solved under Eq. (23) [9,12] a

F2
π (0) = (F crit

π )2 − Nf

2(4π)2
Λ2 � Nf

2(4π)2
Λ2(Ncrit

f /Nf − 1), where

the second term is the quadratic divergence whose “fine tun
to get a hierarchy more than the naive dimensional analy
F2
π (0)/Λ

2 � (1/4π)2, may be naturally realized, if we arrange t
Nf in the underlying theory asNcrit

f
/Nf − 1� 1.
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is given by Eq. (10)5: ω(Λ) ∼ 〈q̄q〉2/F 2
π (0) which

is expected to vanish near the critical point, sin
〈q̄q〉2 ∼ m6−2γm and Fπ(0) ∼ m near the critical
point, whereγm is the anomalous dimension an
m(→ 0) the dynamical mass of the fermion in th
underlying largeNf QCD. Actually, we expect [14
that the largeNf QCD becomes a walking gaug
theory [19] near the critical point, which implie
γm � 1. Thus we have

(24)
�m2

π

F 2
π (0)

∼ αem
〈q̄q〉2

F 4
π(0)

∼m2−2γm → c,

wherec = 0 (γm < 1), andc � 0.024� 1 (γm = 1)
if estimated through a simple ansatz about theNf

dependence made in Ref. [10]. Thus the des
hierarchy in the little Higgs can naturally be realiz
near the critical point of strongly coupled underlyi
gauge theory.

Note added

About a month after this Letter was posted
the web as hep-ph/0303193, a paper by Son
Stephanov (hep-ph/0304182) appeared on the w
which also discusses what we stressed here, in par
lar, the locality of the theory space of the HLS mode
including the one discussed here and the genera
HLS model [6,20] containing thea1 meson as well a
theρ meson.
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5 The quantum corrections of the form in Eq. (21) vanish mu
faster than the bare termω(Λ), sinceαHLS vanishes as〈q̄q〉2 [10].
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